FIRST OVER EVEREST
vertical interval, over three miles, would be comprised on
each exposure of the film; with two thousand less than half a
mile of ground would be covered in length and breadth. The
time the machine would take to fly over this distance varied
therefore from one and a half minutes, down to a few seconds.
The intervals between exposures had consequently to be
diminished by actuating the knob on the control box at various
points during the flight whilst the survey photographs were
being successively taken. To allow for the sixty-six per cent,
overlap, the first few photographs were taken at twenty seconds'
interval, this being diminished in stages to six seconds, the
shortest at which the camera would work satisfactorily, and
the minimum time required for the motor to re-wind the film
and re-set the shutter.
Actually, the six seconds were not short enough whilst flying
over the South Peak and Everest itself, and reliance was therefore
placed largely on the obliques. However, the verticals were still
essential, as the foundation for the obliques to rest on. The value
of the obliques was greater than it might have been over level
or comparatively moderately hilly country because of die terrific
steepness of the southern slopes of Everest, which meant that a
camera held by hand in the ordinary way at a small angle
downwards pointed almost at right angles to the slopes.
This adjustment of the intervals between exposures to the
lie of the ground was successful inasmuch as it enabled a
consecutive film, of overlapping pictures to be taken of ground
considered by some experts to be almost too difficult and steeply-
pitched for an air survey, but it did not mean that the task of
the plotter was rendered any easier. He necessarily had to deal
with photographs of which different portions represented
ground of enormously different heights.
The necessity for eliminating "drift" could be dealt with
on orthodox Maes, as already seen, with the aid of the Hughes
Drift Sight, but to keep the machine on a level keel was a
much more arduous task for the pilot than it would have been
in untroubled atmosphere. As events turned out, die air was
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